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Abstract
Traditional AI reasoning techniques have been used
successfully in many domains, including logistics,
scheduling and game playing. This paper is part of a
project aimed at investigating how such techniques can
be extended to coordinate teams of unmanned aerial ve-
hicles (UAVs) in dynamic environments. Specifically
challenging are real-world environments where UAVs
and other network-enabled devices must communicate
to coordinate—and communication actions are neither
reliable nor free. Such network-centric environments
are common in military, public safety and commercial
applications, yet most research (even multi-agent plan-
ning) usually takes communications among distributed
agents as a given. We address this challenge by devel-
oping an agent architecture and reasoning algorithms
based on Answer Set Programming (ASP). ASP has
been chosen for this task because it enables high flex-
ibility of representation, both of knowledge and of rea-
soning tasks. Although ASP has been used successfully
in a number of applications, and ASP-based architec-
tures have been studied for about a decade, to the best
of our knowledge this is the first practical application
of a complete ASP-based agent architecture. It is also
the first practical application of ASP involving a com-
bination of centralized reasoning, decentralized reason-
ing, execution monitoring, and reasoning about network
communications. This work has been empirically vali-
dated using a distributed network-centric software eval-
uation testbed and the results provide guidance to de-
signers in how to understand and control intelligent sys-
tems that operate in these environments.
Introduction
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) promise to revolutionize
the way in which we use our airspace. From talk of automat-
ing the navigation for major shipping companies to the use
of small helicopters as ”deliverymen” that drop your pack-
ages at the door, it is clear that our airspaces will become
increasingly crowded in the near future. This increased uti-
lization and congestion has created the need for new and
different methods of coordinating assets using the airspace.
Currently, airspace management is the job for mostly hu-
man controllers. As the number of entities using the airspace
vastly increases—many of which are autonomous—the need
for improved autonomy techniques becomes evident.
The challenge in an environment full of UAVs is that the
world is highly dynamic and the communications environ-
ment is uncertain, making coordination difficult. Commu-
nicative actions in such setting are neither reliable nor free.
The work discussed here is in the context of the develop-
ment of a novel application of network-aware reasoning and
of an intelligent mission-aware network layer to the problem
of UAV coordination. Typically, AI reasoning techniques do
not consider realistic network models, nor does the network
layer reason dynamically about the needs of the mission
plan. With network-aware reasoning (Figure 1a), a reasoner
(either centralized or decentralized) factors in the commu-
nications network and its conditions, while with mission-
aware networking, an intelligent network middleware ser-
vice considers the mission and network state, and dynami-
cally infers quality of service (QoS) requirements for mis-
sion execution.
In this paper we provide a general overview of the ap-
proach, and then focus on the aspect of network-aware
reasoning. We address this challenge by developing an
agent architecture and reasoning algorithms based on An-
swer Set Programming (ASP, (Gelfond and Lifschitz 1991;
Marek and Truszczynski 1999; Baral 2003)). ASP has been
chosen for this task because it enables high flexibility of
representation, both of knowledge and of reasoning tasks.
Although ASP has been used successfully in a number of
applications, and ASP-based architectures have been stud-
ied for about a decade, to the best of our knowledge this is
the first practical application of a complete ASP-based agent
architecture. It is also the first practical application of ASP
involving a combination of centralized reasoning, decentral-
ized reasoning, execution monitoring, and reasoning about
network communications. This work has been empirically
validated using a distributed network-centric software eval-
uation testbed and the results provide guidance to designers
in how to understand and control intelligent systems that op-
erate in these environments.
The next section describes relevant systems and reason-
ing techniques, and is followed by a motivating scenario that
applies to UAV coordination. The Technical Approach sec-
tion describes network-aware reasoning and demonstrates
the level of sophistication of the behavior exhibited by the
UAVs using example problem instances. Next is a descrip-
tion of the network-centric evaluation testbed used for sim-
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Figure 1: (a) The current state of reasoning and networking (lower-left) vs our goal combination (top-right); (b) Information
flow in our framework.
ulations. Finally, we draw conclusions and discuss future
work.
Related Work
Incorporating network properties into planning and
decision-making has been investigated in (Usbeck, Cleve-
land, and Regli 2012). The authors’ results indicate that
plan execution effectiveness and performance is increased
with the increased network-awareness during the planning
phase. The UAV coordination approach in this current
work combines network-awareness during the reasoning
processes with a plan-aware network layer.
The problem of mission planning for UAVs under com-
munication constraints has been addressed in (Kopeikin et
al. 2013), where an ad-hoc task allocation process is em-
ployed to engage under-utilized UAVs as communication re-
lays. In our work, we do not separate planning from the en-
gagement of under-utilized UAVs, and do not rely on ad-hoc,
hard-wired behaviors. Our approach gives the planner more
flexibility and finer-grained control of the actions that occur
in the plans, and allows for the emergence of sophisticated
behaviors without the need to pre-specify them.
The architecture adopted in this work is an evolution of
(Balduccini and Gelfond 2008), which can be viewed as
an instantiation of the BDI agent model (Rao and Georgeff
1991; Wooldridge 2000). Here, the architecture has been ex-
tended to include a centralized mission planning phase, and
to reason about other agents’ behavior. Recent related work
on logical theories of intentions (Blount, Gelfond, and Bal-
duccini 2014) can be further integrated into our approach to
allow for a more systematic hierarchical characterization of
actions, which is likely to increase performance.
Traditionally, AI planning techniques have been used (to
great success) to perform multi-agent teaming, and UAV co-
ordination. Multi-agent teamwork decision frameworks such
as the ones described in (Pynadath and Tambe 2002) may
factor communication costs into the decision-making. How-
ever, the agents do not actively reason about other agent’s
observed behavior, nor about the communication process.
Moreover, policies are used as opposed to reasoning from
models of domains and of agent behavior.
The reasoning techniques used in the present work have
already been successfully applied to domains ranging from
complex cyber-physical systems to workforce scheduling.
To the best of our knowledge, however, they have never been
applied to domains combining realistic communications and
multiple agents.
Finally, high-fidelity multi-agent simulators (e.g., Agent-
Fly (David Sislak and Pechoucek 2012)) do not account for
network dynamism nor provide a realistic network model.
For this reason, we base our simulator on the Common Open
Research Emulator (CORE) (Ahrenholz 2010). CORE pro-
vides network models in which communications are neither
reliable nor free.
Motivating Scenario
To motivate the need for network-aware reasoning and
mission-aware networking, consider a simple UAV coordi-
nation problem, depicted in Figure 4a, in which two UAVs
are tasked with taking pictures of a set of three targets, and
with relaying the information to a home base.
Fixed relay access points extend the communications
range of the home base. The UAVs can share images of the
targets with each other and with the relays when they are
within radio range. The simplest solution to this problem
consists in entirely disregarding the networking component
of the scenario, and generating a mission plan in which each
UAV flies to a different set of targets, takes pictures of them,
and flies back to the home base, where the pictures are trans-
ferred. This solution, however, is not satisfactory. First of all,
it is inefficient, because it requires that the UAVs fly all the
way back to the home base before the images can be used.
The time it takes for the UAVs to fly back may easily render
the images too outdated to be useful. Secondly, disregarding
the network during the reasoning process may lead to mis-
sion failure — especially in the case of unexpected events,
such as enemy forces blocking transit to and from the home
base after a UAV has reached a target. Even if the UAVs
are capable of autonomous behavior, they will not be able
to complete the mission unless they take advantage of the
network.
Another common solution consists of acknowledging the
availability of the network, and assuming that the network
is constantly available throughout plan execution. A corre-
sponding mission plan would instruct each UAV to fly to a
different set of targets, and take pictures of them, while the
network relays the data back to the home base. This solution
is optimistic in that it assumes that the radio range is suffi-
cient to reach the area where the targets are located, and that
the relays will work correctly throughout the execution of
the mission plan.
This optimistic solution is more efficient than the previous
one, since the pictures are received by the home base soon
after they are taken. Under realistic conditions, however, the
strong assumptions it relies upon may easily lead to mission
failure—for example, if the radio range does not reach the
area where the targets are located.
In this work, the reasoning processes take into account not
only the presence of the network, but also its configuration
and characteristics, taking advantage of available resources
whenever possible. The mission planner is given informa-
tion about the radio range of the relays and determines, for
example, that the targets are out of range. A possible mission
plan constructed by this information into account consists in
having one UAV fly to the targets and take pictures, while the
other UAV remains in a position to act as a network bridge
between the relays and the UAV that is taking pictures. This
solution is as efficient as the optimistic solution presented
earlier, but is more robust, because it does not rely on the
same strong assumptions.
Conversely, when given a mission plan, an intelligent net-
work middleware service capable of sensing conditions and
modifying network parameters (e.g., modify network routes,
limit bandwidth to certain applications, and prioritize net-
work traffic) is able to adapt the network to provide opti-
mal communications needed during plan execution. A relay
or UAV running such a middleware is able to interrupt or
limit bandwidth given to other applications to allow the other
UAV to transfer images and information toward home base.
Without this traffic prioritization, network capacity could be
reached prohibiting image transfer.
Technical Approach
In this section, we formulate the problem in more de-
tails; provide technical background; discuss the design of
the agent architecture and of the reasoning modules; and
demonstrate the sophistication of the resulting behavior of
the agents in two scenarios.
Problem Formulation
A problem instance for coordinating UAVs to observe tar-
gets and deliver information (e.g., images) to a home base
is defined by a set of UAVs, u1, u2, . . ., a set of targets,
t1, t2, . . ., a (possibly empty) set of fixed radio relays,
r1, r2, . . ., and a home base. The UAVs, the relays, and the
home base are called radio nodes (or network nodes). Two
nodes are in radio contact if they are within a distance ρ from
each other, called radio range1, or if they can relay informa-
tion to each other through intermediary radio nodes that are
themselves within radio range. The UAVs are expected to
travel from the home base to the targets to take pictures of
the targets and deliver them to the home base. A UAV will
automatically take a picture when it reaches a target. If a
UAV is within radio range of a radio node, the pictures are
automatically shared. From the UAVs’ perspective, the envi-
ronment is only partially observable. Features of the domain
that are observable to a UAV u are (1) which radio nodes u
can and cannot communicate with by means of the network,
and (2) the position of any UAV that near u.
The goal is to have the UAVs take a picture of each of the
targets so that (1) the task is accomplished as quickly as pos-
sible, and (2) the total “staleness” of the pictures is as small
as possible. Staleness is defined as the time elapsed from
the moment a picture is taken, to the moment it is received
by the home base. While the UAVs carry on their tasks, the
relays are expected to actively prioritize traffic over the net-
work in order to ensure mission success and further reduce
staleness.
Answer Set Programming
In this section we provide a definition of the syntax of
ASP and of its informal semantics. We refer the reader to
(Gelfond and Lifschitz 1991; Niemela¨ and Simons 2000;
Baral 2003) for a specification of the formal semantics. Let
Σ be a signature containing constant, function and predicate
symbols. Terms and atoms are formed as usual in first-order
logic. A (basic) literal is either an atom a or its strong (also
called classical or epistemic) negation ¬a. A rule is a state-
ment of the form:
h1 OR . . . OR hk ← l1, . . . , lm, not lm+1, . . . , not ln
where hi’s and li’s are ground literals and not is the so-called
default negation. The intuitive meaning of the rule is that
a reasoner who believes {l1, . . . , lm} and has no reason to
believe {lm+1, . . . , ln}, must believe one of hi’s. Symbol
← can be omitted if no li’s are specified. Often, rules of
the form h ← not h, l1, . . . , not ln are abbreviated into←
l1, . . . , not ln, and called constraints. The intuitive meaning
of a constraint is that {l1, . . . , lm, not lm+1, . . . , not ln}
must not be satisfied. A rule containing variables is inter-
preted as the shorthand for the set of rules obtained by re-
placing the variables with all the possible ground terms. A
program is a pair 〈Σ,Π〉, where Σ is a signature and Π is
a set of rules over Σ. We often denote programs just by the
second element of the pair, and let the signature be defined
implicitly. Finally, the answer set (or model) of a program
Π is the collection of its consequences under the answer set
1For simplicity, we assume that all the radio nodes use com-
parable network devices, and that thus ρ is unique throughout the
environment.
semantics. Notice that the semantics of ASP is defined in
such a way that programs may have multiple answer sets,
intuitively corresponding to alternative solutions satisfying
the specification given by the program. The semantics of de-
fault negation provides a simple way of encoding choices.
For example, the set of rules {p ← not q. q ← not p.}
intuitively states that either p or q may hold, and the cor-
responding program has two answer sets, {p}, {q}. The
language of ASP has been extended with constraint liter-
als (Niemela¨ and Simons 2000), which are expressions of
the form m{l1, l2, . . . , lk}n, where m, n are arithmetic ex-
pressions and li’s are basic literals as defined above. A con-
straint literal is satisfied whenever the number of literals that
hold from {l1, . . . , lk} is between m and n, inclusive. Using
constraint literals, the choice between p and q, under some
set of conditions Γ, can be compactly encoded by the rule
1{p, q}1 ← Γ. A rule of this kind is called choice rule. To
further increase flexibility, the set {l1, . . . , lk} can also be
specified as {l( ~X) : d( ~X)}, where ~X is a list of variables.
Such an expression intuitively stands for the set of all l(~x)
such that d(~x) holds. We refer the reader to (Niemela¨ and
Simons 2000) for a more detailed definition of the syntax of
constraint literals and of the corresponding extended rules.
Agent Architecture
The architecture used in this project follows the BDI agent
model (Rao and Georgeff 1991; Wooldridge 2000), which
provides a good foundation because of its logical underpin-
ning, clear structure and flexibility. In particular, we build
upon ASP-based instances of this model (Baral and Gelfond
2000; Balduccini and Gelfond 2008) because they employ
directly-executable logical languages featuring good com-
putational properties while at the same time ensuring elab-
oration tolerance (McCarthy 1998) and elegant handling of
incomplete information, non-monotonicity, and dynamic do-
mains.
A sketch of the information flow throughout the system
is shown in Figure 1b.2 Initially, a centralized mission plan-
ner is given a description of the domain and of the problem
instance, and finds a plan that uses the available UAVs to
achieve the goal.
Next, each UAV receives the plan and begins executing
it individually. As plan execution unfolds, the communica-
tion state changes, potentially affecting network connectiv-
ity. For example, the UAVs may move in and out of range
of each other and of the other network nodes. Unexpected
events, such as relays failing or temporarily becoming dis-
connected, may also affect network connectivity. When that
happens, each UAV reasons in a decentralized, autonomous
fashion to overcome the issues. As mentioned earlier, the key
to taking into account, and hopefully compensating for, any
unexpected circumstances is to actively employ, in the rea-
soning processes, realistic and up-to-date information about
the communications state.
The control loop used by each UAV is shown in
Figure 2a. In line with (Gelfond and Lifschitz 1991;
2The tasks in the various boxes are executed only when neces-
sary.
Marek and Truszczynski 1999; Baral 2003), the loop
and the I/O functions are implemented procedu-
rally, while the reasoning functions (Goal Achieved,
Unexpected Observations, Explain Observations,
Compute P lan) are implemented in ASP. The loop
takes in input the mission goal and the mission plan,
which potentially includes courses of actions for multiple
UAVs. Functions New Observations, Next Action, Tail,
Execute, Record Execution perform basic manipulations
of data structures, and interface the agent with the execution
and perception layers. Functions Next Action and Tail
are assumed to be capable of identifying the portions of
the mission plan that are relevant to the UAV executing the
loop. The remaining functions occurring in the control loop
implement the reasoning tasks. Central to the architecture
is the maintenance of a history of past observations and
actions executed by the agent. Such history is stored in
variable H and updated by the agent when it gathers
observations about its environment and when it performs
actions. It is important to note that variable His local to
the specific agent executing the loop, rather than shared
among the UAVs (which would be highly unrealistic in a
communication-constrained environment). Thus, different
agents will develop differing views of the history of the
environment as execution unfolds. At a minimum, the
difference will be due to the fact that agents cannot observe
each other’s actions directly, but only their consequences,
and even those are affected by the partial observability of
the environment.
Details on the control loop can be found in (Balduccini
and Gelfond 2008). With respect to that version of the loop,
the control loop used in the present work does not allow for
the selection of a new goal at run-time, but it extends the
earlier control loop with the ability to deal with, and reason
about, an externally-provided, multi-agent plan, and to rea-
son about other agents’ behavior. We do not expect run-time
selection of goals to be difficult to embed in the control loop
presented here, but doing so is out of the scope of the current
phase of the project.
Network-Aware Reasoning
The major reasoning tasks (centralized mission planning, as
well as anomaly detection, explanation and planning within
each agent) are reduced to finding models of answer-set
based formalizations of the corresponding problems. Cen-
tral to all the reasoning tasks is the ability to represent the
evolution of the environment over time. Such evolution is
conceptualized into a transition diagram (Gelfond and Lifs-
chitz 1993), a graph whose nodes correspond to states of the
environment, and whose arcs describe state transitions due
to the execution of actions. Let F be a collection of fluents,
expressions representing relevant properties of the domain
that may change over time, and let A be a collection of ac-
tions. A fluent literal l is a fluent f ∈ F or its negation ¬f .
A state σ is a complete and consistent set of fluent literals.
The transition diagram is formalized in ASP by rules
describing the direct effects of actions, their executability
conditions, and their indirect effects (also called state con-
straints). The succession of moments in the evolution of the
(a) Step 5: u1 is disconnected from home base. (b) Step 6: u2 connects with u1 and transfers images t2 and
t3.
(c) Step 7: u2 reconnects with relays, transfers images to
the home base.
(d) Step 8: u2 reconnects with u1 to relay images of t1.
Figure 4: Example instance 1 illustrating “data mule” information relaying between u1 and u2.
Input: M : mission plan;
G: mission goal;
Vars: H : history;
P : current plan;
P := M ;
H := New Observations();
while ¬Goal Achieved(H,G) do
if Unexpected Observations(H) then
H := Explain Observations(H);
P := Compute Plan(G,H,P );
end if
A := Next Action(P );
P := Tail(P );
Execute(A);
H := Record Execution(H,A);
H := H ∪ New Observations();
loop
Figure 2: Agent Control Loop.
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Figure 3: Performance comparison.
environment is characterized by discrete steps, associated
with non-negative integers. The fact that a certain fluent f
is true at a step s is encoded by an atom h(f, s). If f is false,
this is expressed by ¬h(f, s). The occurrence of an action
a ∈ A at step s is represented as o(a, s).
The history of the environment is formalized in ASP by
two types of statements: obs(f, true, s) states that f was
observed to be true at step s (respectively, obs(f, false, s)
states that f was false); hpd(a, s) states that a was observed
to occur at s. Because in the this paper other agents’ ac-
tions are not observable, the latter expression is used only to
record an agent’s own actions.
Objects in the UAV domain discussed in this paper are the
home base, a set of fixed relays, a set of UAVs, a set of tar-
gets, and a set of waypoints. The waypoints are used to sim-
plify the path-planning task, which we do not consider in the
present work. The locations that the UAVs can occupy and
travel to are the home base, the waypoints, and the locations
of targets and fixed relays. The current location, l, of UAV
u is represented by a fluent at(u, l). For each location, the
collection of its neighbors is defined by relation next(l, l′).
UAV motion is restricted to occur only from a location to a
neighboring one. The direct effect of action move(u, l), in-
tuitively stating that UAV u moves to location l, is described
by the rule:
h(at(U,L2), S + 1)←
o(move(U,L2), S),
h(at(U,L1), S),
next(L1, L2).
The fact that two radio nodes are in radio contact is encoded
by fluent in contact(r1, r2). The next two rules provide a
recursive definition of the fluent, represented by means of
state constraints:
h(in contact(R1, R2), S)←
R1 6= R2,
¬h(down(R1), S), ¬h(down(R2), S),
h(at(R1, L1), S), h(at(R2, L2), S),
range(Rg),
dist2(L1, L2, D), D ≤ Rg2.
h(in contact(R1, R3), S)←
R1 6= R2, R2 6= R3, R1 6= R3,
¬h(down(R1), S), ¬h(down(R2), S).
h(at(R1, L1), S), h(at(R2, L2), S),
range(Rg),
dist2(L1, L2, D), D ≤ Rg2,
h(in contact(R2, R3), S),
The first rule defines the base case of two radio nodes that
are directly in range of each other. Relation dist2(l1, l2, d)
calculates the square of the distance between two locations.
Fluent down(r) holds if radio r is known to be out-of-order,
and a suitable axiom (not shown) defines the closed-world
assumption on it. In the formalization, in contact(R1, R2)
is a defined positive fluent, i.e., a fluent whose truth value,
in each state, is completely defined by the current value of
other fluents, and is not subject to inertia. The formalization
of in contact(R1, R2) is thus completed by a rule capturing
the closed-world assumption on it:
¬h(in contact(R1, R2), S)←
R1 6= R2,
not h(in contact(R1, R2), S).
Functions Goal Achieved and Unexpected Observations,
in Figure 2a, respectively check if the goal has been
achieved, and whether the history observed by the agent con-
tains any unexpected observations. Following the definitions
from (Balduccini and Gelfond 2003), observations are unex-
pected if they contradict the agent’s expectations about the
corresponding state of the environment. This definition is
captured by the reality-check axiom, consisting of the con-
straints:
← obs(F, true, S), ¬h(F, S).
← obs(F, false, S), h(F, S).
Function Explain Observations uses a diagnostic process
along the lines of (Balduccini and Gelfond 2003) to iden-
tify a set of exogenous actions (actions beyond the control
of the agent that may occur unobserved), whose occurrence
explains the observations. To deal with the complexities of
reasoning in a dynamic, multi-agent domain, the present
work extends the previous results on diagnosis by consider-
ing multiple types of exogenous actions, and preferences on
the resulting explanations. The simplest type of exogenous
action is break(r), which occurs when radio node r breaks.
This action causes fluent down(r) to become true. Actions
of this kind may be used to explain unexpected observations
about the lack of radio contact. However, the agent must also
be able to cope with the limited observability of the posi-
tion and motion of the other agents. This is accomplished
by encoding commonsensical statements (encoding omitted)
about the behavior of other agents, and about the factors that
may affect it. The first such statement says that a UAV will
normally perform the mission plan, and will stop perform-
ing actions when its portion of the mission plan is complete.
Notice that a mission plan is simply a sequence of actions.
There is no need to include pre-conditions for the execution
of the actions it contains, because those can be easily identi-
fied by each agent, at execution time, from the formalization
of the domain.
The agent is allowed to hypothesize that a UAV may have
stopped executing the mission plan (for example, if the UAV
malfunctions or is destroyed). Normally, the reasoning agent
will expect a UAV that aborts execution to remain in its lat-
est location. In certain circumstances, however, a UAV may
need to deviate completely from the mission plan. To ac-
commodate for this situation, the agent may hypothesize
that a UAV began behaving in an unpredictable way (from
the agent’s point of view) after aborting plan execution. The
following choice rule allows an agent to consider all of the
possible explanations:
{ hpd(break(R), S), hpd(aborted(U, S)),
hpd(unpredictable(U, S)) }.
A constraint ensures that unpredictable behavior can be con-
sidered only if a UAV is believed to have aborted the plan.
If that happens, the following choice rule is used to consider
all possible courses of actions from the moment the UAV
became unpredictable to the current time step.
{hpd(move(U,L), S′) : S′ ≥ S : S′ < currstep} ←
hpd(unpredictable(U, S)).
In practice, such a thought process is important to enable co-
ordination with other UAVs when communications between
them are impossible, and to determine the side-effects of the
inferred courses of actions and potentially take advantage of
them (e.g., “the UAV must have flown by target t3. Hence, it
is no longer necessary to take a picture of t3”). A minimize
statement ensures that only cardinality-minimal diagnoses
are found:
#minimize[hpd(break(R), S),
hpd(aborted(U, S)),
hpd(unpredictable(U, S))].
An additional effect of this statement is that the reasoning
agent will prefer simpler explanations, which assume that a
UAV aborted the execution of the mission plan and stopped,
over those hypothesizing that the UAV engaged in an unpre-
dictable course of actions.
Function Compute Plan, as well as the mission plan-
ner, compute a new plan using a rather traditional ap-
proach, which relies on a choice rule for generation of can-
didate sequences of actions, constraints to ensure the goal
is achieved, and minimize statements to ensure optimality of
the plan with respect to the given metrics.
The next paragraphs outline two experiments, in increas-
ing order of sophistication, which demonstrate the features
of our approach, including non-trivial emerging interactions
between the UAVs and the ability to work around unex-
pected problems autonomously.
Example Instance 1. Consider the environment shown in in
Figure 4. Two UAVs, u1 and u2 are initially located at the
home base in the lower left corner. The home base, relays
and targets are positioned as shown in the figure, and the
radio range is set to 7 grid units.
The mission planner finds a plan in which the UAVs begin
by traveling toward the targets. While u1 visits the first two
targets, u2 positions itself so as to be in radio contact with u1
(Figures 4a and 4b). Upon receipt of the pictures, u2 moves
to within range of the relays to transmit the pictures to the
home base (Figure 4c). At the same time, u1 flies toward
the final target. UAV u2, after transmitting pictures to home
base, moves to re-establish radio contact with u1 and to re-
ceive the picture of t3 (Figure 4d). Finally, u2 moves within
range of the relays to transmit picture of t3 to the home base.
Remarkably, in this problem instance the plan establishes
u2 as a ”data mule” in order to cope with the network limits.
The ”data mule” behavior is well-known in sensor network
applications (Shah et al. 2003; Jea, Somasundara, and Sri-
vastava 2005); however, no description of such behavior is
included in our planner. Rather, the behavior emerges as a
result of the reasoning process. The data-mule behavior is
adopted by the planner because it optimizes the evaluation
metrics (mission length and total staleness).
Example Instance 2. Now consider a more challenging and
realistic example (Figure 5), in which the UAVs must cope
with unexpected events occurring during mission execution.
Environment and mission goals are as above.
The mission planner produces the same plan described
earlier3, in which u2 acts as a “data mule.” The execution
of the plan begins as expected, with u1 reaching the area of
the targets and u2 staying in radio contact with it in order
to receive the pictures of the first two targets (Figure 5a).
When u2 flies back to re-connect with the relays, however,
it observes (“Observe” step of the architecture from Fig-
ure 1b) that the home base is unexpectedly not in radio con-
tact. Hence, u2 uses the available observations to determine
plausible causes (“Explain” step of the architecture). In this
instance, u2 observes that relays r5, r6, r7 and all the net-
work nodes South of them are not reachable via the network.
Based on knowledge of the layout of the network, u2 deter-
mines that the simplest plausible explanation is that those
three relays must have stopped working while u2 was out
of radio contact (e.g., started malfunctioning or have been
destroyed).4 Next, u2 replans (“Local Planner” step of the
architecture). The plan is created based on the assumption
that u1 will continue executing the mission plan. This as-
sumption can be later withdrawn if observations prove it
false. Following the new plan, u2 moves further South to-
wards the home base (Figure 5c). Simultaneously, u1 con-
tinues with the execution of the mission plan, unaware that
the connectivity has changed and that u2 has deviated from
the mission plan. After successfully relaying the pictures to
the home base, u2 moves back towards u1. UAV u1, on the
other hand, reaches the expected rendezvous point, and ob-
serves that u2 is not where expected (Figure 5d). UAV u1
does not know the actual position of u2, but its absence is
evidence that u2 must have deviated from the plan at some
point in time. Thus, u1’s must now replan. Not knowing u2’s
state, u1’s plan is to fly South to relay the missing picture to
the home base on its own. This plan still does not deal with
the unavailability of r5, r6, r7, since u1 has not yet had a
chance to get in radio contact with the relays and observe
the current network connectivity state. The two UAVs con-
tinue with the execution of their new plans and eventually
meet, unexpectedly for both (Figure 5e). At that point, they
automatically share the final picture. Both now determine
that the mission can be completed by flying South past the
failed relays, and execute the corresponding actions.
Experimental Comparison. As mentioned earlier, we be-
lieve that our network-aware approach to reasoning provides
advantages over the state-of-the-art techniques that either
disregard the network, or assume perfect communications.
Figure 3b provides an overview of a quantitative experimen-
tal demonstration of such advantages. The figure compares
3The careful reader may notice from the figures that the tra-
jectory used to visit the targets is the mirror image of the one from
the previous example. The corresponding plans are equivalent from
the point of view of all the metrics, and the specific selection of one
over the other is due to randomization used in the search process.
4As shown in Figure 5b this is indeed the case in our experi-
mental set-up, although it need not be. Our architecture is capable
of operating under the assumption that its hypotheses are correct,
and later re-evaluate the situation based on further observations,
and correct its hypotheses and re-plan if needed.
our approach with the one in which the network is disre-
garded, in terms of mission length and total staleness.5 The
optimistic approach is not considered, because its brittle-
ness makes it not viable for actual applications. The com-
parison includes the two example instances discussed ear-
lier (labeled Exp-2 and Exp-4). Of the other two experi-
ments, Exp-1 is a variant of Exp-2 that can be solved with
the data-mule in a static position, while Exp-3 is a variant
of Exp-2 with 5 targets. As can be seen, the network-aware
approach is always superior. In Exp-1, the UAV acting as a
data-mule extends the range of the network so that all the
pictures are instantly relayed to the home base, reducing to-
tal staleness to 0. In Exp-4, it is worth stressing that the net-
work, which the UAVs rely upon when using our approach,
suddenly fails. One would expect the network-unaware ap-
proach to have an advantage under these circumstances, but,
as demonstrated by the experimental results, our approach
still achieves a lower total staleness of the pictures thanks to
its ability to identify the network issues and to work around
them.
From a practical perspective, the execution times of the
various reasoning tasks have been extremely satisfactory,
taking only fractions of a second on a modern desktop com-
puter running the CLASP solver (Gebser, Kaufmann, and
Schaub 2009), even in the most challenging cases.
Simulation and Experimental Setup
The simulation for the experimental component of this
work was built using the Common Open Research Emu-
lator (CORE) (Ahrenholz 2010). CORE is a real-time net-
work emulator that allows users to create lightweight vir-
tual nodes with full-fledged network communications stack.
CORE virtual nodes can run unmodified Linux applications
in real-time. The CORE GUI incorporates a basic range-
based model to emulate networks typical in mobile ad-hoc
network (MANET) environments. CORE provides an inter-
face for creating complex network topologies, node mobil-
ity in an environment, and access to the lower-level net-
work conditions, e.g., network connectivity. Using CORE
as a real-time simulation environment allows agents, repre-
sented as CORE nodes, to execute mission plans in realistic
radio environments. For this work, CORE router nodes rep-
resent the home base, relays, and UAVs. The nodes are in-
terconnected via an ad-hoc wireless network. As the UAVs
move in the environment, CORE updates the connectivity
between other UAVs and relays based on the range dictated
by the built-in wireless model. The radio network model has
limited range and bandwidth capacity. Each node runs the
Optimized Link-State Routing protocol (OLSR) (Jacquet et
al. 2001), a unicast MANET routing algorithm, which main-
tains the routing tables across the nodes. The routing table
makes it possible to determine if a UAV can exchange in-
formation with other radio nodes at any given moment. Us-
ing CORE allows us to account for realistic communications
in ways not possible with multi-agent simulators such as
AgentFly (David Sislak and Pechoucek 2012).
5For simplicity we measure mission length and staleness in time
steps, but it is not difficult to add action durations.
Conclusion and Future Work
This paper discussed a novel application of an ASP-based
intelligent agent architecture to the problem of UAV coor-
dination. The UAV scenarios considered in this paper are
bound to be increasingly common as more levels autonomy
are required to create large-scale systems. Prior work on dis-
tributed coordination and planning has mostly overlooked or
simplified communications dynamics, at best treating com-
munications as a resource or other planning constraint.
Our work demonstrates the reliability and performance
gains deriving from network-aware reasoning. In our ex-
perimental evaluation, our approach yielded a reduction in
mission length of up to 30% and in total staleness between
50% and 100%. We expect that, in more complex scenar-
ios, the advantage of a realistic networking model will be
even more evident. In our experiments, execution time was
always satisfactory, and we believe that several techniques
from the state-of-the-art can be applied to curb the increase
in execution time as the scenarios become more complex.
For the future, we intend to extend the mission-aware net-
working layer with advanced reasoning capabilities, inte-
grate network-aware reasoning and mission-aware network-
ing tightly, and execute experiments demonstrating the ad-
vantages of such a tight integration.
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(a) Step 5: u1 is transmitting images to u2. (b) Step 6: u2 moves toward relays. Relay
nodes 5, 6, and 7 have failed.
(c) Step 7: u2 re-plans and moves closer to
home base.
(d) Step 8: u2 moves toward u1. (e) Step 9: u2 and u1 reconnect and move
back toward home base.
Figure 5: Example instance 2 illustrates re-planning after relay node failure between steps 5 and 6 forcing the UAVs to re-plan.
